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1. ENTERPRISE-CLASS PROVIDER
Technology

Secure portal access

All providers invest heavily in protecting their systems, e.g., ISO 27001 accredited data centers, SOC 2® compliant,
third-party penetration, vulnerability testing, and security tests, including SQL injection and XSS, etc.

ICANN and registry accredited
Control user
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Operations processes
You have a FULL accounting of all your domains, DNS, and digital certificate providers.
All providers deliver enterprise-level support 24/7/365.
All providers invest heavily in training their staff, e.g., security training, phishing awareness, including regular phishing
email testing, two-factor authentication for outside network (remote) access, etc.
All providers invest heavily in protecting their customers, e.g., IP validation, two-factor authentication, authorized
contact policy, orders and requests always in writing and never via phone, and federated identity, etc.
None of your providers have a track record of succumbing to phishing, social engineering, domain name system (DNS)
hijacking, or distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks.

CSC
recommends
using the principles
of defense in depth
for domain security, with
the coordinated use
multi-layered security
counter measures.

All providers primarily use their own accreditations rather than solely relying on third parties, e.g., your domain
provider primarily uses their own accreditations directly with the registries and your certificate provider is an accredited
Certificate Authority in their own right.
All your domain name management providers have an auto renew policy supported by credit on account.
All your domain name management providers have an auto lock policy for vital domains.
All your digital asset providers actively audit your domain portfolio to identify and notify you of any unfit or out of
policy DNS and digital certificate providers.
Your provider generates domain name security intelligence specific to your portfolio that feeds directly into your
security information and event management (SIEM) for analysis by your CISO and security teams.
Activate single sign on (SSO) to enable the removal of access or permission when someone leaves the organization.
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2. SECURE PORTAL ACCESS

Threats mitigated: Domain hijacking, DNS hijacking, and domain shadowing

Secure portal access

You employ a mandatory two-factor authentication policy with all providers.
You employ IP validation with all providers.
You use federated identity and SSO to control user access rights.
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Activate SSO to enable the removal of access or permission when someone leaves the organization.
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3. CONTROL USER PERMISSIONS

Threats mitigated: You can immediately identify and track which staff members have elevated permissions to your
vital domains.
You receive a notification if the elevated permissions change for any staff member.
Your SIEM analyses all user permission event information for your vital domains.
Activate SSO to enable the removal of access or permission when someone leaves the organization.
Your provider enables a requestor or approver mechanism to further ensure only valid requests are submitted
through the online portal.
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4. EMPLOY ADVANCED SECURITY FEATURES FOR BUSINESS-CRITICAL DOMAINS:

Threats mitigated: Domain hijacking, DNS hijacking, DNS cache poisoning, DDoS, phishing, personal identifying
information theft and browser distrust, HTTPS policy violations. CSC recommends using the principles of defense in depth
for domain security, with the coordinated use multi-layered security countermeasures.
You can immediately identify all vital domains and demonstrate they’re secure.
All DNS providers for your vital domains have a credible, 100% uptime guarantee and corresponding
record of accomplishment.
All vital domains use a suitable enterprise-level secure sockets layer (SSL) digital certificate.
All vital domains use DNS security extensions (DNSSEC) to protect against DNS cache poisoning.
All vital domains employ MultiLock to protect against DNS hijacking.
All vital domains employ email authentication services to reduce phishing.
All vital domains employ certificate authority authorization (CAA) records to comply with your
digital certificate policy.
You use email authentication services combined with phishing monitoring and takedown services
to minimize the threat from phishing attacks.

All security measures
need a proactive,
continuous monitoring
approach.
Please visit our website!
cscdbs.com
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CSC helps businesses thrive online. We help effectively manage, promote, and secure our
clients’ valuable brand assets against the threats of the online world.
Leading companies around the world choose us to be their trusted partner, including
more than 65% of the Interbrand® 100 Best Global Brands. Leveraging state-of-the-art
technology, Digital Brand Services delivers outstanding outcomes through our unique
account management structure. With our expert, dedicated team, you’ll have a daily point
of contact to ensure your brand has the strength it needs to succeed in the 21st century.
We help consolidate and secure, monitor and enforce, then optimize and promote your
brands to maximize digital presence, secure digital intellectual property, and reduce costs.
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